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Title of Walk Adsubia Wander

Location of Start (include name of nearest 
village/town at start of description)

Adsubia, beside Bar Moleta

Key Statistics for walk - Distance in km 6

Key Statistics for walk - Ascent in m 190

Key Statistics for walk - Walking time and 
total completion time including any stops

1.5hr
1.66hr

Key Statistics for walk - Grade (using CBMW 
system)

E/A

Grid reference of start point (if known) Lat:-  38.848227,   Long:   -0.152022

Directions to Start From Pego follow the CV700 toAdsubia.  Drive through
the village to find Bar Moleta on the LHS and turn 
down the street beside it.  Either park here or if this is 
full go down the hill, turn R and park where you can.

Short walk description A pleasant wander on the flanks of the mountains and 
through orchards..

Full Walk Description Elapsed 
Walking 
Time/Distance 
so far

If you are parked beside the bar, then drop down the hill, turn right and walk to the end 
of the road.  Turn L and climb a short hill to reach a plaza with steps and a cross on the 
RHS.

Turn R up the road immediately after the plaza with a sign (PRCV58 and Asmaites).

Follow this out of the village on the tarmac and flat beside orange groves and when you 
reach a junction to the L which drops down hill a little follow this.  (also signed)

This road swings around to the R and passes an impressive new water pumping station 
and continues to a junction where there are 2 road going uphill to the R and a gravel 
track continuing level and straight ahead.  Take this track.

270m
4mins

775m
9mins

1.6km
21mins
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Concrete takes over from the gravel as it goes more steeply uphill and passes a gate on 
the L and continues between a wall and fence to reach a bend to the R with a footpath 
going off to the L with a sign (Asmaites).  Take this footpath uphill.

When you reach a short level section across terraces there is a fork at which you turn R.

Follow this path steadily uphill and around to the L now until it reaches a track.  Go 
directly across this on the continuation of the path and eventually reach a second track. 
Turn R here.

Follow this down under some crags on the LHS, ignore a vaguer track uphill to the L and
reach a junction with a signpost (to the L) which you ignore and continue ahead and 
downhill.

Ignore any junctions now and keep straight ahead and down the valley towards our 
point of departure.

Pass a large water deposito and join tarmac to wander between rural casitas.  Now the 
village of Adsubia becomes clearly visible with the church tower in the middle.

Walk along the ridge line and at a junction with a rough building on the R and 2 tracks 
going off to the R, ignore these and turn L still on the tarmac.

Soon you re-join your outbound route and continue ahead on a level road back to the 
plaza with the steps and cross where you turn half left to drop down the hill and then R 
to find you car.

1.8km
23mins

2km
29mins

2.8km
48mins

3.6km
57mins

4.8km
1hr 12mins

Walk Recommendations or restrictions None




